
RIXOS HOTEL, Tekirova - Antalya / TURKIYE

It is a conference center and cinema in the five-star resort hotel 
project completed in April 18th 2002.  

All the necessary facilities for meetings of 1460 sqm area in total 
were fulfilled. Including  foyer, the establishment has a capacity of 
serving 1000 people at the same time with 5 halls. 
Also 75 seat cinema theatre was built with acoustic wall panels, 
doors, loose furniture and acoustic diving panels production and 
installation. Interior project belongs to Arketipo Interior Design firm.
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It is a conference center in the five-star deluxe resort hotel project completed in June 27, 
2002. In addition to the main hall which it has the capacity of 1000 people, also there are 9 
different halls providing different options from 20 to 550 people. Acoustic wall panel 
covering, roof acoustic panel covering and all fix furniture production and installation.

CORNELIA RESORT CONGRESS CENTER, Belek - Antalya / TURKIYE



MIRADA CONFERENCE CENTER - DEL MAR, Antalya / TURKIYE

www.ceocontract.com
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The centre is designed to reflect its stunning and has splended views of the sea, 
mountains and forests, while being thought fully laid out to provide a practical and 
functional environment.
There are 13 halls of varying sizes 91 The biggest hall 13 is Mevlana Congress Hall has a 
capacity of 1000 square meters for floor space.

LYKIA WORLD THE MIMAR SINAN CONGRESS CENTER, Fethiye / TURKIYE



MARTI MEETING HALLS, Marmaris / TURKIYE

www.ceocontract.com

It is a five-star resort hotel 
project has a conference hall 
door, partition walls and fix 
furniture application 
completed in December 15 th 
2003. The partition walls 
designed as aluminum frame 
covered with different type 
of veneere each side 
absorbing 55 decibel noise.
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VKV FORD SOCIAL CENTER, Izmit / TURKIYE 



CINE MARS MAXI, Istanbul / TURKIYE

www.ceocontract.com
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AFM Cinema Inc., founded in 1905, is is the longest cinema chain in Turkey largest cinema 
chain,  AFM Cinema Inc. , founded in 1965, has always been the industrial pioneer.  With 43 
years of strong existence in the market, AFM cinemas cnow operate 33 theatres with 196 
screens in 12 different cities. 

CEO CONTRACT has completed 16 theatres with 105 screens within four years. CEO 
CONTRACT, not only offered the best technological construction system with turnkey 
base but also rendered AFM Cinema Inc. outstanding  project and management services. 

CEO CONTRACT actively supported the development of both popular and art house 
cinema culture in Turkey by AFM trademark.

AFM CINEMA HALLS / TURKIYE



CANPARK AVM SİNEMALARI, Istanbul / TURKIYE

www.ceocontract.com

Canpark Movie Theatres are the most comfortable and prestigous movie complex of 
Umraniye with its cutting edge technology and 1330 seat capacity. 18 Theatres it has are a 
mix of twelve Dolby Digital, two Dolby Atmos  and four 3D theatres.  
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Within the scope of the design every single detail of the convenience and satisfaction of 
the audiences are taken in to consideration by implementing the state of the art 
technology in the filming industry. Box offices are donated with LCD screens where people 
are able to choose their own seats. Within the lounge area video walls are installed to 
feature the trailers of the next programs. In the theatres curved screens are installed as 
7x4 m and 14.5 x 7.5 m size.

Designed with state-of-the-art technology Canpark Bowling serves for 64 players at 8 
lines. Qubica- AMF 90 XLI linings present a closer stance and enhance the gaming 
satisfaction. Kids bars available at each line widen the player range from 7 to 70 years. The 
surrounding commodious lounge lodges the audiences and offers a relaxing atmosphere to 
the players to enjoy the most of their gaming experience.

CANPARK BOWLING, Istanbul / TURKIYE


